We need you

Are you passionate about sustainability to Swiss Higher Education Institutions? Are you good and comfortable with numbers and do you have a talent for organisation? Do you look for the opportunity to build an organisation that can have a nationwide impact on how universities understand and live sustainability? Then join us as Treasurer and work for the sustainability interests of students all across Switzerland to give them a common voice and make sure that everybody knows about it. This position also offers you the opportunity to take on responsibility and support the national projects Focus Sustainability (FoSu) and Sustainability Week Switzerland (SWS)!

What you’ll be doing as the Treasurer of VSN-FDD-FSS
- Manage the financial affairs and compliance of the association
- Prepare the annual budget and create budgets
- Lead annual accounts and provide information about financial transactions
- Support VSN-related projects in their financial means and management

What we offer
- A team with high intrinsic motivation
- A culture of openness, collaboration, constructiveness and mutual respect
- An environment where you can learn a lot, challenge yourself and try out new things without being afraid of failing
- A large network of engaged students and organisations
- Experience and know-how in student engagement and sustainability

You are
- Eager to promote sustainability in the Swiss university landscape
- Comfortable with basic English (additional German, French or Italian would be amazing)
- Motivated to challenge yourself and develop new skills

We are
The VSN-FDD-FSS is an umbrella association of student organisations for sustainability in Switzerland. We support our members through our experience and networks and give them a voice on a national level.

Interested?
Contact us at vorstand@vsn-fdd-fss.ch.